
INTEL INVOLVED MATCHING GRANT PROGRAM 
 

SOCIAL INITIATIVE CONTEST 2010 
 
APPLICATION FORM 
 

1. Name of Intel Volunteer(s) with WWID : Om J Omer 11303358 
 
2. NGO Name: Pankhudi Foundation 

 
3. Other Participants (names with WWID): Yogesh Gupta 11304572 

 
4. Project Issue:  

• Disability 
 

5. Project Title:  
 
Awareness cum check-up drive for Children having eye-sight problems at blind schools 
in Bangalore. 

 
 

6. Target Area or Community: What is the target area or target community that 
you want to implement this project for  
[Limit of 100 words] 
 
Target community for the project would be the children living with blindness, low-vision 
and other vision related problems in various Blind schools in Bangalore and 
surrounding area.  

 
7. Aims and Objectives: What does your project aim to achieve (broad 

achievement) and list out the different short term objectives of the project in 
points  
[Limit of 100 words]  
 
The aim of the project is to diagnose the children having curable vision problems and 
avail appropriate treatment to them. The aim is also to create awareness in society 
about the various eye-sight related issues which are curable but not attended due to 
ignorance about their cure.  
 
The Objectives for the project are: 
1) Treat the children in the blind schools of Bangalore, who are suffering from curable 

eye-sight problems. 
2) Create awareness in society about the curable eye-sight diseases and importance 

of regular eye-check up. 
 

8. Methodology: How do you plan to implement the project? List out the different 
activities to be taken up under the project and who will be implementing them. 
Please furnish a structure wherever applicable in your project 
[Limit of 200 words] 
 
Activities: 
1) Identification of Blind Schools in Bangalore Region. 
2) Tie-up with eye clinic(s) / hospitals / doctors.  



3) Chalk-out schedule for the entire year 
4) Prepare required awareness material and execution strategy. 
5) Launch the project.  
6)   Regular tracking and recording of the progress. 
 
For each drive: 
1) Launch drive for a specific blind school (date, time and venue) 
2) Invite corporate / individuals / organizations for volunteering for the drive. 
3) Coordinate with clinic & blind school and perform logistical arrangements. 
4) Record check-up results for the drive.  
5) Prepare follow up plan for the further actions / checkups. 
 
Various organizations, govt bodies and corporates will be / can be approached in case 
more financial / material-related / other help is required for the drive or treatment of the 
children. 

  
9. Timeline of Implementation: Provide an activity-wise specific timeline to be 

followed during the implementation of your project  
[Limit of 100 words] 
 
 
Duration Activity 
1 month Ideation – Planning – Launch 
10 month 1 or 2 or 3 drives per month - based on the no of blind 

schools in Bangalore Region and availability of medical 
team. 

1 month Consolidation of the Project – Analysis – Reporting – Future 
Path Recommendation 

 
 

10. Measurable Outcome and Impact: What will be the result of implementation 
of the project and how will you measure your outcome? What difference will it 
make in the area/community after the project implementation with regard to 
addressing a problem statement/enhancement? 
[Limit of 300 words] 
 
Overall, the data show that more than 90% of all blind people living in developing 
countries and that more than two-third (2/3) of all the blindness is avoidable 
(preventable or curable). 
Currently a significant children suffering from various eye related curable diseases are 
considered as blind due to lack of awareness about the treatment. During our 
association with one of blind schools in Bangalore we conducted an eye-check up 
camp and we found a notable number of children whose eye-sight could be restored by 
providing spectacles and/or minor surgery or treatment.  
 
With this project we plan to cover all possible blind schools in Bangalore region for a 
basic eye-check up and awareness camp through which we can identify children whose 
vision can be restored with treatment. We also plan to provide treatment to those 
children and restore their sight. 
We would also like to raise awareness level among the blind school authorities and 
parents for the eye-sight related problems and possible treatment. 
 



The impact of this project would be not only be significant in terms of number of 
children covered under the check-up camps but also in terms of the change it would 
bring to the lives of those children who would restore their vision. 
 
A visually impaired person only would be able to describe the actual impact the project 
could make to his life.  

 
11. Roles and Responsibilities of the Implementers including Roles and 

Responsibilities of any other partners, resource persons, organization, 
service providers if any:  Please mention the specific roles to be taken by the 
Intel volunteer(s), NGO any other.  
[Limit of 150 words] 
   
Intel India – Intel as an organization would be performing the role of a catalyst to bring 
the change in lives of many by supporting this project. 
 
The implementers (applicant for this proposal), would be closely associated with 
Pankhudi for planning and organizing the camps. They would also keep Intel updated 
about the progress of the program. Apart from this, they would also encourage other 
volunteers from Intel to join the movement at various stages of the projects based on 
their interest area, availability and commitment. As the entire project is driven by 
volunteers Intel volunteers can play an important role. 
 
Pankhudi Foundation – Pankhudi will play the role of planner and facilitator of the 
project who will be responsible for facilitating the entire implementation of the project. 
 
Blind School and their Chidlren – Beneficiary group which will be benefitted from this 
project. 
 
Medical Team ( doctors / clinics / hospitals) – The group who will actually conduct the 
check-up camps. They might receive nominal compensation for their services. 
 
Advisory Panel – Individuals or organizations that will be consulted for the entire project 
before and during the lifetime of the project. 

 
12. Monitoring and Evaluation: How will you monitor the implementation of the 

project and how will you evaluate its success  
[Limit of 100 words] 

 
Project monitoring will be done on an ongoing basis at the end of each drive. 
Monitoring will be done on various parameters like no of children diagnosed, identified 
for treatment, and treated.  
A complete data chart of actual data will be prepared and maintained against the 
proposed stats for better progress tracking. 
Also the final consolidation report will be compared with the initial goal and targets to 
evaluate the success ratio.   

 
13. Project Sustainability: How will you make sure that the project is sustained 

and continues to make a difference in your target area/group. Demonstrate 
your phase out strategy and continuity of the project after the implementation 
period is finished 
[Limit of 300 words]   

 



As we are planning to tie-up with clinic(s) or hospital(s) sustaining the project during the 
project timeline would not be an issue. Also the team would be given nominal 
compensation to keep them motivated for the cause. We would also give due credit 
and visibility to the team and volunteers involved. 

   
As described in the implementation approach we plan to involve other corporate / 
organization for the check-up drives. We plan to invite 1-2 corporate and their volunteer 
for each drive and introduce them to the Blind school so that they own the responsibility 
of one blind school, perform regular eye check-ups and take care of future 
requirements of the school. This way the project / idea would be sustained even after 
the duration of the project. 
 
Going forward we would also like to replicate the same project in other cities with the 
help of current partners and/or new partners to reach all the needy of the society. 
 
At the end of the project duration a complete execution model will be published in the 
society which can be replicated and expanded easily by any organization / entity. This 
will help spread this project / good work in other parts of the world without any 
dependency on us. 

 
14. Project budget (Intel’s contribution will be limited to a maximum of Rs. 1 

Lakh or 50 K per project) Explain and justify detailed costs involved in the 
implementation of your project, and which costs are to be covered under the 
project to be funded by Intel. Also, what would be the contribution from the 
implementing NGO/ community towards this project? Cash Rs.________? 
Kind___________?  

 
Below are the costs per camp 
 
Cost Particulars 
Rs 1,000 Check-up camp logistics 
Rs 2,000 Fees of Medical Team 
Rs 1,000 Miscellaneous 
Rs. 10,000 Minor cure and spectacles (for 20% of the number of kids, 

assuming 50 kids participating) 
Rs. 14,000 Total cost per camp 
 

We are targeting about 10 camps for the duration of the program.  
Hence a total budget of Rs. 1.4 lacks (one lack forty thousand only). 
 
All these figures are based on such a camp organized by Pankhudi at Shri 
Ramana Maharshi Academy for the blind at Bangalore, in 2009.  

 
 

15. Please provide a letter from organization you will be working with, endorsing 
your volunteer project proposal. 

 
 
Send the filled applications form to vidyutx.jauhari@intel.com  
 
Important: Please go through the guidelines document before filling the form and sending it 
across to us.  
 


